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In this paper, a proof is given for the uniqueness of the solution of a system of n 
nonlinear parabolic differential equations in 1z unknowns. These equations are coupled 
together. 
Such systems arise naturally in many physical problems. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we wish to study the uniqueness of the solution to the system 
of 1z nonlinear parabolic differential equations 
for Q: = l,..., n. The equations are coupled in the zc, only. 
B denotes a bounded N-dimensional domain of real variables x = (x,..., xn). 
DT is the product space D, = {(x, t) : x E B and 0 < t < T). aB is the 
boundary of B and ST is the cylinder Sr = ((x, t) : x E aB, 0 < t < 5”). 
Similar systems arise naturally in the slow combustion of materials. 
Suppose that the heat produced per unit volume is f (x, t, u, D), where u is 
the temperature and v is the reactant concentration. Then the heat diffuses 
through the material according to 
R At4 +f(x, t,u,v) = cg, (2) 
where K, C are the thermal conductivity and capacity of the material respec- 
tively; here assumed constant for simplicity. The reaction proceeds at a rate 
given by the rate at which the material is consumed. In general this will 
be a function of temperature and reactant concentration also. Therefore, 
if g is the reaction rate, 
av 
at= -&, 4 u, v>. (3) 
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Here also, it is desired to show that there is a unique solution for u, ‘u when 
f9 g are subject to certain Lipschitz conditions in its arguments. The method 
which follows for the equations (1) is directly applicable without modification 
to equations (2) and (3), when f and g are monotonic in u and v. 
In general, we require that each F, is parabolic, that is 
CA) ( a(a2umgLi ax,> be positive definite and 
aF, 
a(au,jat) < 0. 
(B) Further it is required that aF,/au, > 0 for each p # cx Equation (3) 
does not satisfy this criterion, but the author first used the method explained 
herein with (2) and (3) b e ore f it was generalised to the equations (1). For 
simplicity, we shall also require that F, be analytic in its arguments 
The values of u, (for each /3) is specified on B when t = 0 and ST - 
PRELIMINARY RESULT 
By using a theorem of Paraf and FejCr (as in Bateman [l]), we have the 
following result. 
THEOREM 1. Let 
with coejicients dejned in & such that L is parabolic in this space. If u < v 
for t < t’ and u = v at (x’, t’) for some x’ E B, then at point (x’, t’) 
L(u) d L(v). 
This theorem is proved by noting that at the point (N’, t’); 
au av 
---=%I axi 
The proof of the last inequality is given in Bateman. The result readily 
generalizes to the equations (1). 
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THEOREM 2. If u, < ve for t < t’, /3 = l,..., n and u, = v, for some 
x’ E B, then at the point (x’, t’) 
Proof. Let vB - u, = l B , which is therefore positive at (x’, t’). Then, 
noting that &,/ax, = &,/ax, at (x’, t’), 
,F, 
( 
au asu au, 
x’, t’, (us), -$, ---A.- 9 
1 z axi axj at j 
= F, 
( 
av a2v 
x’, t’, (v, - Q), -$ , 
aem a ak av, 
a axi a~, axiaxj 'at -at . 1 
AS &,/at < 0 at (x’, t’), Q >, 0, and F, satisfies (A) and (B), it follows that 
Fw ( 
au x’, t’, (d, 2, & 3 $- 1 i G Fa 
au, av, . SV, 
"3 t/y (49 axi P axi axj 3 at 1 2 z 
UNIQUENESS THEOREM 
THEOREM 3. Suppose 
(a) (ue) = (~1 ,..., u,), (ve) = (v, ,,.., v,) exist and are continuous in & , 
(b) their second order xi - derivatives and first order t - derivatives 
exist and are uniformly bounded in i&- ) 
(c) each F, is analytic in its argwneuts (ue), au&xi , a”u,/ax,axj , au,/i%; 
and F, satisjies (A), 
(d) F, (x, t, (ue), $$, -?LL, %) = 0, axi a~$ 
( 
au a+, av, F, 'x, t, (Q), 3, ___ 9 - 1 = axi axj at 
o 9 for 01 = l,..., n; 
2 
ve = v, =pe(x, t) on ST and on B at t= 0, for /3 = l,...,n, then uB = V, 
for each p = l,..., n. 
Proof. Suppose there exists a point (x0, to) at which vBs, > Us, for some 
index &, . Define ( yO) = (us + remi). Then for any positive constant m 
and for all sufficiently small positive constants r 
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For this reason, and because zc, = V, < y0 for t = 0, a point (x’, f’) exist 
such that 
VR G Yi3 for t < t’, p = l,..., n 
and v, = yU at (x’, t’) for some 01. 
Then at the point (x’, t’) we have by Theorem 2, for this ct 
F~ ( 
3 x', t', CvR), axi 9 a%, au, axi ax, 'at 1 
c 
<F, ( 
'2 
x’, t’, (y&, $-, -?!.!f~ s 2. axi axj + mlemt "% II- 
Thus 
F, ( 
av x’, t’, (vR), -$- > 
azv, a~, 
2 1 axiax, 'at 
<F, ( 
au, DL X', t', CUR)> axi 9 
a% azl, 
axi a.vj 3 at I 
. tpt' I aF, 
T a(au,jat) ' r'neTnt 
+ . . . 
< CaF, . re7id’ + aF= 
,e 3% w,/w 
. ymemt’ f . . . 
as (ZQ) is a solution of the equation. By taking a value of m so that 
and further by making Y so small that this expression (multiplied by rem”) 
dominates, the entire right hand side is negative. 
That is, FJx’, t’, (Q), ao,$%, , Pv,/ax&. , av&t) < 0, which contradicts 
the assumption that (va) is a solution of the equation. Thus no such &, 
exists, and since the argument can be carried through for sufficiently small r, 
the two sets must coincide. That is zc, = va for each ,8 = l,..., n. 
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